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In the digital age, businesses need to become more conscious of other forms of media which they
could be utilising to increase conversions and encourage brand loyalty. Tough economic situations
mean that businesses have to work harder than ever before to gain custom, and engaging with
potential customers is vital to ensure that you are not missing out on valuable sales.

One of the best ways to appeal to visitors is by using promotional or viral online videos. New
advances mean that online video is more accessible than ever before. Nearly all internet users now
have fast broadband internet access so websites can feature more interactive and dynamic content
which engages users much more than reams of text. Itâ€™s not just about putting videos on your
website to promote your brand however, due to the rise of viral marketing. This form of marketing
involves promoting your business with interesting and often quirky content that consumers will want
to share through social media or social bookmarking websites. Using videos can also help you with
your SEO as it is generally easier to get videos to rank, so there are many ways that online video
can get you found and engage with your customers.

As well as watching videos on their laptop or PC, viewing content on portable devices such as
smartphones and tablet computers is also becoming more popular. Many companies donâ€™t have a
website optimised for viewing on a smaller screen and when you are considering using online video
on your site you should also make sure that it is able to be watched on these devices by making it
mobile-friendly.

Businesses from all industries can benefit from online video as it is so adaptable. Companies
offering financial or legal services can use a video to explain more complicated information and
build trust by giving your brand an authoritarian voice, whilst retail businesses can showcase their
products, their premises and their helpful staff. Other businesses which may find online video a very
useful tool include venues such as bars, restaurants and hotels as customers are now keener than
ever to see where they will be staying or visiting before they arrive.

When you have decided that an online video is for you, you then need to find a company which will
help you bring your vision to life. There are a number of video production companies out there
offering services, so businesses can shop around and look for a company that will really offer you
the service you want. Businesses such as Vidify specialise especially in video production corporate
customers will really want, at an affordable price. With Vidify, there are two standard packages
available as well as a bespoke service, and your film-maker also acts as project manager so you
have a dedicated contact throughout the process. For more information on the services provided by
Vidify and to see examples of their work, visit  vidify.co.uk.
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Ashish Pandey - About Author:
a Vidify video production company is a very popular one since a long time now. The site is useful for
best of a corporate video production.
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